DATA SHEET

COMPROMISED CREDENTIAL INFORMATION
Protect Your Human Assets with Intelligent Data Monitoring

LookingGlass CCI Monitoring
and Look-up Services
• Compromised Account Credentials:
Enterprises can determine if their
employee email addresses and/or user
account logins have been compromised.
LookingGlass is capable of monitoring
against full email addresses with
a growing database of over 5
billion credentials to protect against
compromised accounts.
• Compromised Social Security
Numbers: Hijacking an identity is made
easier with the illegal acquisition of
Social Security Numbers. Protect your
employees or customers against identity
theft with our service that monitors
hashed SSNs against daily dumps
across various layers of the Internet.
• Compromised Credit Card Numbers:
The dreaded phone call from the bank
fraud department is the last thing
anyone wants. Credit card numbers
are frequently traded and sold on
the Internet, including the Deep and
Dark Web, which is precisely where
LookingGlass actively monitors. Keep
fraud at bay with our Compromised
Credit Card data feeds.
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LookingGlass™ Compromised Credential Information (CCI)
provides monitoring and look-up of leaked Personally
Identifiable Information (PII), including the latest compromised
account credentials, credit card numbers, and Social Security
Numbers. This information is delivered from multiple layers
of the Internet (surface and Deep and Dark Web) to
comprehensively protect against identity theft and fraud.
LookingGlass takes extra steps to provide broad, deep,
clean, and relevant threat intelligence to protect your most
valuable contributor, the human asset.
With LookingGlass CCI, your analysts can cut through the
noise with 99.9% historical accuracy via a robust PII record
database, helping narrow down relevant security items,
ensuring that analysts are prioritizing their time and energy
on the most important security events.
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COMPROMISED CREDENTIAL INFORMATION

Why Choose LookingGlass Compromised Credential Information?
Multi-Layered Threat Coverage
Monitoring the various layers of the Internet poses complex challenges; however, LookingGlass CCI information is gathered
from the various layers of the Internet that have been properly crawled, indexed, and analyzed. Only with the right team
of experts and advanced tools can you action specific threats to protect your business.
Secure Consumption Model
Easily monitor and control PII. Consumption capabilities include:
•
•
•

Secure file transfer of PII
Public key encryption
Sensitive data is hashed and is never passed in plain text

Ease of Integration
With documentation, downloadable code samples, and 24x7 customer support, CCI feeds can be easily ingested and
consumed, often in a matter of hours.
•

Helper libraries to speed the integration process (e.g., SDKs, bundled scripts, etc.)

ABOUT LOOKINGGLASS
CYBER SOLUTIONS
LookingGlass Cyber Solutions delivers unified threat protection
against sophisticated cyber attacks to global enterprises and
government agencies by operationalizing threat intelligence across
its end-to-end portfolio. Scalable threat intelligence platforms and
network-based threat response products consume our machinereadable data feeds to provide comprehensive threat-driven
security. Augmenting the solutions portfolio is a worldwide team
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of security analysts who continuously enrich our data feeds and
provide customers unprecedented understanding and response
capability into cyber, physical, and third party risks. Prioritized,
relevant, and timely insights enable customers to take action on
threat intelligence across the different stages of the attack life
cycle. Learn more at https://www.lookingglasscyber.com/.

Know More. Risk Less.
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